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ABSTRACT

This

study documents the conceptualization, design

case

implementation
Orleaas. We

and

future

will examine

strategies

the

private sector organizations an

high

schools and post

career path

We

will

relationship
ready

employees

The future

made

for the

the

their

to the initiative. We will discuss the role of

contribution

institutions,

plans

and

the development

of a

public and

hospitality education

students.

educational

for the

Hospitality Education Initiative in New
developed between the

define the involvement of the
with

development,

strategic alliances

secondary

for the local

for the

and

employer and

institutions to

achieve

business partner,
the

goal of well

and

their

trained

and work

hospitality industry in New Orleans.

for the Initiative

will

contiunuous expansion and

be

examined, and

improvement

finally recommendations will be

of the

New Orleans

program.
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Chapter One
Introduction
New Orleans is

a major

60,00

area employs over

tourist

and convention

people, and

destination. The

is the fastest growing

sector

hospitality industry in the

in the local

economy.

The

local

industry includes hotels, restaurants, attractions, tour and transportation companies,

lines

and casinos.

Naste Traveller

The city is

The city

and

New facilities

businesses

Convention Center
Projected hotel

expansion of

are

more

than 10 million

Jazzland Theme Park

have

in

have been promoting tourism

constantly
its

5,000

will open

companies

predominately

areas

will complete

Le Triomphe Hotels

These

destination in the

most popular

the city every year, creating $3.4 billion in tourism

surrounding

and

the 5th

(Perrin,1997). Overall,

magazine

conventioneers visit

rated as

expansion

in 1998,

committed

September 1999

to employing 600

African- American sector

in

revenue.

for

some

time.

For example, the Ernest J Morial
12,500

new jobs.

3,000 jobs. The Ritz-Carlton

and

respectively.

people

additional new jobs

1200

by Conde

and

visitors

expansion

and will create

rooms will create another

May and

will provide

being completed.

world

cruise

from

our

local community The
.

in New Orleans East

,

a

need of economic revival.

Problem
A rosy
expansion

growing

picture

in the

areas.

restaurants.

Louisiana,

indeed

has

area

A

~

but

not

suffered

.

the complete

It

will

serious shortage exists

With the

and more

advent of new

picture.

From

be difficult to find

in entry level

and

another perspective,

qualified

supervisory

tourism

individuals in these
staff for

hotels

and

Welfare to Work legislation (December 1 997),

specifically New

Orleans,

will need

to

thoroughly train

an estimated

Hospitality
200,000

eligible

individuals for

School-to- Work program

(1994) and the National
involvement in

productive work.

Education 7

The White House Conference

on

Tourism

(1995) mandated state and local

hospitality education and the formation

of regional partnerships

to

achieve

these

growth objectives.

The local
in the

hospitality training capacity, however,

workforce and expansion

accomplish the task and too

upper-level college

University
College,

of New

in the tourism industry. There

are

a

four year Hotel, Restaurant,

a new

2

year program

and a small non-credit program

in

the current level of growth

too few

few trained individuals. Currently, the

program,

Orleans,

cannot support

area

is

programs

supported

Tourism degree

and

to

at

by one

the

Hospitality at Delgado Community

in Travel & Tourism

Lousiana Technical College in

at

New Orleans.

Concomitantly, the local high schools have not addressed the problem;

by high drop-out rates,
ranks

48th in

school system

a

lack

of

training in basic life

literacy in the United

skills,

States). Teachers

is very low. This has been fuelled

Orleans Parish School Superintendent,

are

most

low

and

area

literacy rates

poorly paid

recently

the

and morale

is

plagued

(Lousiana

in the

parish

by a scandel involving the New

who resigned amid media

disclosure

of his

benefit

package.

There is

an urgent need to produce well

substantive occupations

in

for the future. Given the

hospitality careers.
paying

all career

paths,

trained

and

predispositions above,

These

problems and a

and menial occupations make

and motivated

specifically, to

it

will

individuals ready to

meet

be difficult to

traditional belief that

the upcoming tasks

seem

the

area

entice

assume

hospitality needs

individuals into

hospitality careers

are

exceedingly difficult.

low

Hospitality Education
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Purpose
The

purpose of this case

Education Initiative. The

and

implementation

1998. In

some

illustration

case

of the

instances,

Lastly,

will

be

will

study

describe the

examples

Other

from

relevant

literature

to

New Orleans

conceptualization,

Hospitality

development

design,

in New Orleans from 1993 to

other educational program

initiatives

will

and resource materials used

be

Spring

used

during the

public and private sector

involvement

develop the program, the challenges encountered and overcome,

and

and

the

lessons learned.
The topics that
a.

Student

and

will

be

in this

covered

teacher internships

experience on-the-job

b.

-

training in

National

case

study include:

the opportunity for both teachers
conjunction with classroom

Hospitality Academy development
by the

-

a specialized

Academy Foundation to

2

and

3

prepare students

and students

to

instruction.

year curriculum provided

for

a career

in the

hospitality industry.
c.

Employer involvement

-

the role of business

partners as mentors and

the

preparation

of future employees.

d.

Post-secondary

linkages

-

the

articulation of

High School Academies, Delgado

Community College and University of New Orleans programs to provide
career and education path

e.

for

explained.

the case study will examine the local

commitment made

progress of the

Hospitality Education Initiative

and comparison.

implementation

study is to document the

Curriculum development

Hospitality curriculum

.

for

-

a seamless

students.

how business

and

industry can

enhance

the existing

Hospitality Education
f. Parish School

in
g.

-

the

relationship between Middle Schools

their role in the

all parishes and

and

High Schools

hospitality education initiative.

Louisiana Workforce Commission the Governer's
-

includes
h.

systems

9

education

initiative

which

Hospitality and Tourism.

School-to- Work

-

the

local Metrovision

regional

partnership

which

is

modeled on

the

national program.

i.

Networking
strategic

how the local

-

and

alliances,

public and private sector organizations

the benefits to students, teachers

have formed

and employers

in this

initiative.
j.

Job

placement

-

the formation

of a system of business mentors which assist

Academy students in career opportunitites.
k. Welfare-to-Work legislation the impact
-

Orleans population,

training

and

of this change

the importance of the

and job placement of these

in Federal law

on

the New

hospitality education initiative in

the

individuals.

Consequence
It is hoped that this

hospitality education
New Orleans

area.

education and

financial

and

This

training

study

training

case

and

career path

can maximize

research references

comparison,

will provide practical

study is

resources and provide

However,
and

case

the

from

insight into the

from elementary

expected

to

reveal

that

a

the utilization of existing

school

creation of a

to four

integrated

year college

hospitality

approach to

human, technological

in the

and

hospitality industry with the skilled workforce it requires.
other parts of the

United States

the New Orleans initiative may

will

provide a model

be

used

for illustration

for duplication

of the

Hospitality Education
in

process

We

10

other areas.

will

discuss the

resource materials available

Hospitality Education Initiative,

and relevant

for the implementation

literature

which proved

of this

helpful

during the

conceptualization of this program

Overall, the

case will examine

only the first

phase of a

Hospitality Education Initiative.

It is hoped that the

time will produce the permanent

infrastructure to

New Orleans
The

colleague

to

year strategic plan

for the

systems and processes created within

maintain and

that

develop the workforce for the

hospitality industry.

creation of a

crusade since

five

1992,

hospitality education career path for New Orleans has been my personal

and

this

Caletha Powell,

case

and

study documents the

the

collaboration of

original concept shared with

thirty hospitality

my

and education professionals

bring the concept to reality.
In summary,

toward

change.

having identified the problem, the next step was to create a concept,
We

needed

public perceptions of the

process.

to

examine

industry,

and

the historical factors that created this

the

part

that business

and move

workforce

and education would

scarcity,

play in the

Hospitality Education
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Chapter Two

Conce ptualization

In 1985, New Orleans

industry,

sank

hoteliers, tourism bureau
series of initiatives

city.

and of secondary

generator,

officials and

to boost leisure

booming tourism economy by

due to the decline in the

oil and gas

Until this time, tourism had been

considered

a serious recession

for the

a major revenue producer

as a minor revenue

were

into

importance. With the

the Chamber

of Commerce

and convention visitors

1989

which continues

Since 1989, tourism has become the

engine

erected, the

developed

riverfront expanded and

the addition of riverboat gaming
growth of domestic and

Bureau

and

business to the

However, by 199 1

finding trained personnel,
countries.

visitors.

the Black Tourism Network

convention and tourist

Orleans.

international

In the

rush

to

city.

many

build,

the

city.

that drives the local

very

the

with

This

resulted

problem of

a

building of the Aquarium,

in

to the

rapid

Visitors'

their efforts to attract major

nine million visitors came

filled

and

and

to New

industry were experiencing problems

positions were

in

New hotels

enocomy.

casino all contributed

effective

In 1992,

all sectors of the

and

(Metrovision) began a

The New Orleans Convention

were

recession,

today.

Harrah's land-based

and

to the

onset of the

in

by employees from other states

training our local

population

had

not

and

been

addressed.

In

1992,

the largest

I

was

President

of the

Hospitality Sales Marketing

hospitality organization in the state,

main

issues concerning tourism

level

and mid-management positions.

growth was

with over

the lack

In my

five hundred

of trained

position as

Association (H.S.M.A).

members.

industry

personnel

One

of the

in entry

General Manager for two 100

room

Hospitality Education

French Quarter hotels I knew this to be
The Executive Director
Powell. She had

re-located

administrator and

of the

a vital

issue from

teacher. We

personal experience.

Black Tourism Network in 1992

from North Carolina,
met

where she

during a conference in

12

Ms. Caletha

was

had been

a

university

Summer 1992

and we shared our

thoughts and vision on how we could address the problem of
educating our local workforce

for the

hospitality

industry. We discussed the fact that

involved in changing
and employer

"dead-end"

minimum wage and

providing only

public

our

jobs. We

perceptions, gaining total

buy-in, creating a

seamless career path

industry was perceived as

questioned what would

be

industry support and participation
from elementary

school

to college,

building strategic alliances.

and

Specifically,
and scope of the

nationally

and

well-known

schools or

(64%),

perceptions needed

hospitality industry,

change

and

in every

part of the

the

population was

population.

very

small.

multi-cultural and musical

New Orleans is

Additionally,

awareness about

career oportunities available

a

never

predominantly

numbers of management positions occupied

both locally,

heritage is

been

promoted

in

our

African- American

by our local

the African-American

the size

city

African- American

particpation

in the

Restaurant & Tourism Bachelors Degree

was

percent..

Concomitantly,
reading,

One

building

world, but its importance has

University of New Orleans four year Hotel,
two

to include

the many

internationally. New Orleans

to the local

yet

to

the New Orleans Parish

writing,and communication skills

million plus

individuals

were

school system was

necessary to

ill-equipped to deliver the

prepare a student

for the

workplace.

living below the poverty line (Department of Labor

13

Hospitality Education
1992).
These
local

were some of the challenges we

government

and educators

Our

universities and

agencies,

in the

vision was

faced

and

discussed

with representatives

community colleges,

from

industry representatives

public school system.

to link existing

organization, using existing

evaluate educational

gaps

mutual co-operation and

private and public sector resources

human, financial

and

technological

in the existing tourism destination

resources

and

being prepared to make

a

a virtual

to

Our

system.

interaction, industry commitment to be part

buying in to any proposed concepts,

into

identifiy and

vision

of the

included

solution,

long term commitment to

the initiative.

Our

overall research

hospitality industry

had indicated that

globally

by the year 2000,

November 1995).

and

in the future. We

were certain

that

one

service and

in

seven people would

be

employed

in the

(World Travel & Tourism Council

information technology

the New Orleans tourism

would create numerous

arena needed

to think

jobs

more

holistically about its educational system.
At this point,

our small

awareness campaigns,

group discussed the involvement

teacher

and school

of

business mentors,

leadership involvement,

student

public

internships

and

teachers"

job shadowing, community
professional

the

outreach organizations,

development. This initiative

needed

to

parental

involvement,

contain all

these

and

components

to

begin

process of change.

In summary,

our concept was

to

bring together the public

and private sectors of the

hospitality industry with educators from secondary and post-secondary

institutions to

Hospitality Education
provide a seamless

hospitality education and career path for our local people in New

Orleans. From this alliance,
ensure

14

an

integrated

and

that the expanding workforce needs

interactive

of the

system would

New Orleans tourism

be developed to

industry could be

met.

It

was now

formalize

time to

our small

group into

private sector who will

will

play

a vital role

begin the

an official

form the basis for

in changing

disseminating positive

process of design and

entity,

a

and

to

development

initiative, to

identify the players in the public and

Hospitality Education

public perceptions of the

information in the

of the

Initiative. This team

hospitality industry and

area of career opportunities and growth.

15
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Chapter Three

Design

In
of the

and

Development

order

to transform

into reality,

our concept

and

to begin the design

hospitality education initiative, we needed to identify the players,

contributions, and

begin the

process of

and

development

define their

roles and

building partnerships and alliances to bring about

systemic change.

There had been

no

hospitality industry,
the

its

interaction between secondary

and

size and scope of the

This

students.

It

was

Forum,

decided to

and

needed

industry,
primary

name our

members of the

or

to be

the

established.

concern

as

that

It became

address

apparent

group

needed

program with

Louisiana Technical

would need

input from

our

parish school system coordinators

Superintendents together

start of an

with

address.

career path we

and

tourism

envisioned.

We

to

University of New Orleans
of

designing an Associate

and

of

hospitality officials on the committee.

formed

establish

officials.

committees

a

working group to

bring the

hospitality and tourism representatives..

on-going relationship to

had

College, Parish school

to form working

Community College agreed to begin the process

Science degree

to

to

Hospitality Education and Training

the diverse issues involved. Representatives from

Delgado

Our

our

the

school system was not aware of

hospitality industry leaders

that the Forum

education and

thirty to include representatives from the University of

Orleans, Delgado Community College,

coordinators, the Mayor's office,

The

the facilitators of the

group to

post-secondary

extensive range of career oportunities available

informal group The

identify ourselves

to

increased the
New

was a

this

and

goals and strategies

to

This

Parish

would

be the

develop the Hospitality

Hospitality Education
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Education Initiative.
The

next

step in transforming the

organizations

alliance,

and

These

in the

and

the

we

role

Public Sector

1.

was

to

identify the existing
in this

strategic

roles.

the organizations

hospitality industry,

into reality

public and private sector who would participate

to define their

are

concept

identified

with a

description

function in the

of their

they played in the development of the initiative.

Hospitality Organizations

University of New Orleans
The Hotel, Restaurant & Tourism Bachelor's degree

workforce needs of the

economy was focused
was

in its infancy.

minority
The

on oil and gas at

coming from

University had been a vital

articulation with

College. It

the

its

78

proposed

2

students

a population

link in the

year

tourism

in the

base

64%

2

percent

African-

in

program at

curriculum

Delgado

development

The relationship developed

with

allowed

for continuing dialogue

and

discussion as the

Community

and

design,

Delgado

Community College and the hospitality and tourism representatives from the
has

American.

hospitality education initiative by providing

Associated Degree

research.

the

tourism development

program with a

which was

meet

At this time, the local

major revenue producer, and

will also provide valuable resources

cross-enrollment and

formulated in 1979 to

developing hotel industry in New Orleans.

By 1993, there were

participation

was

Forum

hospitality initiative

develops.

Hospitality
2. Delgado

Community College

Delgado
for the local

1991, there

Education 17

Community College was founded

community.

were

In

1952, Delgado

in 1920

by Isaac

was granted

Delgado

community

as a

trade

school

college status and

by

thirteen thousand students enrolled in Associate Degree programs,
ranging

from General Studies to Nursing.
In 1992,
leaders to

a needs assessment

evaluate

survey

their workforce

to three hundred

was sent

needs

in the

next

decade,

and

Hospitality industry

to guage the

feasibility of developing an Associate of Science degree in Hospitality.
that this

with

the

was a viable

University

project,

of New

The implementation

Orleans,

the dialogue

with

development

Board

program

in

was

of Regents

determined

and articulation

in Louisiana.

Hospitality was

essential

to

University for those students who need to proceed
in

need of remediation

in

english and

major.

representatives

the Parish

by the

They were typically

before commencing their

The Delgado

on curriculum

and approval

school and

at a gentler educational pace.

began

Associate Degree

of the

bridge the gap between high

math

and work

It

that

participated

school system

hospitality curriculum in the high school

in the Forum

played a vital role

in

to include discussion on how to incorporate

system.

3. Louisiana Technical College.
The Louisiana Technical College, located

Community college
concentration

and

campus,

at

the

southern corner of the

offers non-credit courses

in Hospitality

in Hotel/Motel Operations, Tour & Travel Agency

Tour Guide. These

courses are

integrated

and

and

Delgado

Tourism,

Convenion

with self-paced computer

lab

with

Planning

programs.
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These lab

programs could

summer program

be integrated into the Associate Degree program,

for the high

into

and also

a

school students.

4. New Orleans Job Corps
The New Orleans Job Corps focuses

out-of-school youth

on

On-The-Job training

(18-25) They have approximately fifty students in their Hospitality

program which concentrates on practical skills

Their

representative on the

situation.

training as well

as classroom

Hospitality Forum brings valuable

and concerns of out-of-school youth and

the

and placement of

The Forum would

use

the solutions that

this imput to

insight

instruction.

.

on the problems

they have implemented to

address

help in the design of curriculum.

5. Parish School Systems

The New Orleans

area consists of five parish school systems:

a) New Orleans
This is the largest
Schools

morale

and

70

is low

Elementary

and

the

American inner city

b)

school

system

consisting

of

Schools. The buildings

problems of

22 High

are

in

large minority

teacher

a poor state of repair,

literacy and drop-out rates

school scenario with a

Schools, 1 8 Middle

are severe.

This is

a

typical

population.

Jefferson Parish
This

school

system

buildings

consists of 37

is

are

more representative of the suburban

in better

condition, and the

Elementary Schools,

American population,

systems runs more efficiently.

12 Middle Schools

and

and

the

It

9 High Schools.

c) St. Bernard Parish
A predominantly white, blue-collar
that contains a Magnet School.

population with a small

but

efficient system

Hospitality Education
d) River
These

Parishs

are

Orleans in

within

James,

4

implement

situated

22

miles

from New

by many chemical plants which

They are small systems with 2

Elementary schools,

but

run

High

efficiently

with a

career paths or

be

vital

in the

success of this

Academies (specialized

program,

and

their

Hospitallity curriculum)

parishes.

Training Partnership Agencies (J.T.P.A.)

There is
education

also

St.

of teachers and administrators.

existing High Schools in the

6. Job

and

cooperation of the school system will

agreement to

and

employment to this area.

2 Middle Schools

strong team
The

St. Charles, St John

a rural environment surrounded

have brought

Schools,

19

a

for

JTPA

in

at-risk youth

fund Welfare

-to-

each

parish,

and

their

16-22,and indigent

as a

function is to

adults

Work initiatives in the future.

in New Orleans. Their involvement

programs

initiative

office

will

23

provide

and over.

Hospitality is

funding for

These

agencies would

one of their major

be very important in the

funding source for student internships

and

future

education

industry based training

programs.

7. New Orleans Metropolitan Convention & Visitors Bureau
The New Orleans Convention & Visitors Bureau

Commission,

and employs people

region.

New Orleans

formed in 1971

in their Tourism, Convention Sales,

Advertisingdepartments. The Tourism
to promote

was

and works

staff attend

closely

with

trade shows

the Tourist

Marketing and

nationally

the State Ofiice

as

and

of Tourism

internationally

to promote the

Hospitality Education
The Convention Sales department is
the city such as

responsible

for

bringing many major conventions to

American Heart Association (25,900

delegates) and National

Televison Production Executives (30,00 delegates). The Bureau

festivals

funded

and

Jazz Fest which

Association

of

also promotes our major

are always sell-out events.

The Bureau is

by the city and State of Lousiana.

The Bureau
player

Mardi Gras

such as

20

produces a

monthly newsletter

circulated

in the New Orleans tourism initiative. Their

in dissemination and

to its 600 members,

endorsement of our

and

initiative

is

a major

will assist

expansion of our program.

8. Greater New Orleans Black Tourism Network CG.N.O.T.B.N')
The Network

was

formed in 1991 to focus exclusively

African- American convention and

of six

people,

and

funded

The G.N.O.B.T.N.
their networking

represents

within

Guest Speaker Bureau,

schools and

city

many

and

market share

to New Orleans. It is run

major African- American

members of the

which will

Network

supply

help in the mentoring process

increasing the

the New Orleans Tourism

the local community will be

initiative. It is hoped that
a

by the

tourist

on

essential

will

play

by a staff

Marketing Corporation.

interests in the the city
to the development

a major role

and

of this

in the formation

African- American role models

to

visit

the high

of the students.

9. New Orleans Tourism Marketing Corporation.
This

was

formed in 1987 to focus

on

to promote New Orleans in low season,

NOTMC is funded

major

the advertising

(July, August

by the City and the Hotel

and print media campaigns

and

December). The

occupancy tax. The Board is

hospitality industry leader in New Orleans.

Their

"buy-in"

to the

made

of

up

of the

long range plan

Hospitality Education
for tire
guest

hospitality education initative will
speakers, mentors,

Private Sector

ensure

the

success of the

21

program.by providing

teacher internships.

and student and

Hospitality Organizations

1. Greater New Orleans Hotel-Motel Association
This Association is

area.

It

with

the

consists of the

made

Board

up

of the

General Managers

of Directors and

City regarding tax and labor issues,

size of the property.

Each

year a new

54

and

of hotels with

members..

The Association

membership fees

President (a

non paid

the New Orleans

are

works

levied according to the

volunteer) is

elected

from the

membership..

Bill

Langkopp

Rouge (the State

is the Executive Director,

Capitol)

Association consisting

This

association

internships

from the

student

2. Hospitality Sales

networking

of over

association meets

local hotels

the Association in Baton

own

Hotel-Motel

in the

program

endorsing the policy

manager

buy-in

will

by providing students and teacher
of

be

developing future employees

an essential

ingredient in the

initiative.

Marketing

was

Association

formed in 1969 to

opportunities of

membership

give

a major player

interns. General

association

represents

legislative issues. Jefferson Parish has its

summer and

success of the education

This

he

of 24 members who represent suburban and airport properties.

has been

during the

on

and

local

four hundred,

monthly for

encourage

hospitality
which

the further

sales executives.

includes

to

By 1992,

upstream suppliers

an education program and

and attractions a chance

education and

showcase

networking

their

property.

it had

a

to the industry. This

event.

The

meetings

Hospitality Education
This large

and active

formation

of a

group

Delgado

will assist with

student

Chapter

of

22

fund-raising for scholarships, publicity and the

H.S.M.A

3. Executive Housekeepers Association

This

association meeets

There

are forty- nine

hotels

and riverboats.

monthly to discuss issues

members,

made

up

Their involvement in the initiative

departments in
in the

all

hotels,

be

and will

of Executive

will

be very

relevant to

their

sector of the

industry.

Housekeepers from the New Orleans

beneficial,

as

they head the largest

a valuable employment source

for

entry-level positions

hospitality industry.

4. Human Resource Directors Association

This

association consists of the

has

volunteered

each organization

career

in the

and changes

to form

to

a

affecting their

working group

adopt students

local hotels,

within

from the

The

profession.

the

association

president of the association

to build

mentor

public school system who are

teams from

interested in

a

Hospitality industry.

5. National Association

The New Orleans
and attractions.

of

Catering Executives

82

members

from hotels,

They meet monthly to network and discuss the catering,
industry. This group

Culinary Academies in the high schools,

programs at the

CN.A.C.E.-)

chapter of N. ACE. consists of

and restaurant sector of the

future

of the

They meet monthly at various hotels in the downtown area to

attractions and riverboats.

discuss labor issues

Human Resource Directors

community

will

be involved

mentoring

colleges and university.

with

food

riverboats

and

beverage

the development

and student

internships

of

Figure 1
Mission Statement

and

Objectives for the

Hospitality and Training Forum

NEW ORLEANS HOSPITALITY EDUCATION AND TRAINING FORUM
Harsha Chakko/ J

.

Shaeffer

Director

Diana Clark

Malayne DeMars
Viola

of

Director

Hotel Restaurant Tourism Program, University of New Orleans
Marketing, Hotel Provincial, President Hotel Sales Marketing

of

Instructional Coordinator JTPA, Delgado Community College
Dean of Evening/Weekend College, Southern University

King

Bonnie Leigh

General Manager, Bienville House; Education Chair Hotel-Motel Assn.
Instructor, Hospitlity Program Lousisana Technical College

June Phillips
Sherman Pittman

Greater New Orleans Black Tourism Network

Caletha Powell

Executive Director, Black Tourism Network

Jerri Protti

Assistant

Special Projects, Delgado Community College
Director of Institutional Effectiveness, Delgado Community College

Max Reichard

Dean, Grants

and

Cecil

Executive Director, Mundus Institute

Pat

Director

Sealy
Terry

of

Human Resources, Royal Sonesta Hotel

MISSION STATEMENT

Hospiality Education and Training is to coordiante the
education and training of employees in the Hospitality and Tourism industry and to increase
The

New Orleans

mission of the

awareness and participation

in the

institutions in New Orleans

and

various programs available

through

educational

the River Region.

OBJECTIVES

1

.

To

establish a comprehensive program

the needs of the

2.

3

.

To

post-secondary

and

hospitality industry awareness

school

expand and/or create

4.

To

and

the

mechanism

the elementary/secondary

to educate, train and

productive

jobs

develop personnel

and careers at all

levels

of the

hospitality industry.
bureau to

speakers'

create a

at

level.

throughout the community to enter

tourism

hospitality and tourism training to fulfill

industry

To increase tourism
and

for

seek out and publicize

industry throughout the community

the

hospitality

and

tourism

Figure 1

5.

(continued)

To improve on-going communication with
industry leaders and human resources
personnel to disseminate trainin an eduational opportunitites available to their
employees.

6.

To design

7.

To

provide

8.

To

produce an annual

programs whcih address

local

specifically the

media with current

"career

information

day"

event with

institutions to inform the community

about

10.

To

mainatain

interaction

within

the

industry.

about job opportunities and

the full

training

participation of educational

training programs

opportunities available with special emphasis on

9.

needs of the

secondary

and educational

school students.

hospitality training forum to ensure that a

comprehensive selection of courses are offered without undue

duplication.

To

hospitality and tourism

develop

information

about career opportunities within

the

industry.
11.

To

encourage the

hospitality and otourism industry to meed the needs of the

community for job training

and

development.

12.

funding from all governmental levels to increase and enhance the mission and
goals of the New Orlans Hospitality Education and Training

13.

To take

To

gain

advantage of a

Administration

which

tourism development.

federal desigantion

by the United State Travel and Tourism

features New Orlans

as a

demonstration

site

for multi-cultural

Hospitality Educaation
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6. American Culinary Federation

The New Orleans Chapter (known
the culinary aspects

another

important

of the

as

the Chefs

Hospitality industry.

mentor component

for

Association) meeets monthly to discuss

There

our planned

are

32

This group is

members.

Culinary Academies.

7. Louisiana Restaurant Association

The New Orleans
of the

chapter comprises

local Chefs Association,

mentors and provide

many

and suppliers

interships for the future

of the chefs and executives who are members

to the restaurant industry. The

members will

be

Culinary Academy students.

8. Metrovision

Metrovision
Orleans Chamber
to

was

formed in 1990

of Commerce.

as

the Economic Development

arm of the

New

In 1993, it began its visioning for its Tourism Task Force

develop the infrastructure for a regional tourism management initiative.
As

will

be

explained

further in this

case

study, Metrovision

will

play

a major role

in the

hospitality education program with its development of a School-to- Work regional initiative.
Having identified the
and

Objectives for the

organizations, the

next

step

was

involved in the

strategic plan

held

at

attendance without

January

lunchtime

or

in the early evening,

so

Mission Statement

and a structured

(Figure 2). We began the

by making presentations and networking at the hospitality
were

prepare a

Hospitality Education Forum (Figure 1)

outline of the organizations

These

to

it

process

organizations'

monthly
was possible

to

meetings.

maintain regular

taking time from our other responsibilites. This initiative began in

1994.

By the summer of 1994,

all

very supportive, but it became

these

organizations were aware of the

obvious

that a full-time

initiative

coordinator would

and were

be necessary to

Figure 2

M^mkishuistructure of tk HHritwIity Ftiinitinn

and

Training f.
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r
.0.

1
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vitality
Tourism
Certificate

&

S.U.N.O.
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JTFA. Training
Gaming Institute
Culinary Arts Institute

Evening
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Weekend Class
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Ewployment
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& Tourism Careers

UNIVERSITY C*
NEW ORLEANS

Tourism
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Hospitality
implement the intitiative in its
We

very

the Hotel-Motel Association
regarding

approached

supportive of the career

major challenge we

In October

entirety.

path, there

the National

nation-wide program available

for

careers

breakthrough,

Forum

to local High Schools. For

in the Hospitality, Travel

and a

meeting

were selected

members

was

held

with

and

from

for

co-chaired

members of

and

the

a

larger

.

The

Manager

New Orleans

industry, business,

of the

program at

8th

a

Hospitality

a

grade with a

and

of

Delgado

exciting

hospitality

solidified,

and

two

Bachelors'

Delgado awaiting

should

be

labor. This

Superintendents

was

from the Board

formed,

would

and

held in

Hospitality Academies,

approval

Degree in

Degree

government and

planned

Community College and

designing an Associate

Hilton Hotel. The first meeting
the

was an

and

project was

Hospitality Advisory Council

announcement was made about

Associate Degree

was a

to begin in Fall 1995.

by the New Orleans and Jefferson Parish School

Buckley, General

at

fee,

the Parish Superintendents

a pilot program

University of

The Forum decided that
40

a one-time

Tourism industry. This

Hospitality which would articulate with the 4 year

of

this time. This

by the Department of Labor,(Figure 3) which would prepare

hospitality industry executives continued the process

consisting

they were

Academy Foundation in New York launched

industry leaders to explore this and seek their approval
High Schools

available at

Academy could be established within a school

relevant curriculum approved

students

funds

and while

faced, but we continued to participate on a volunteer basis.

1994,

Travel & Tourism

were no

funding,

be

Paul

January

and

1995

the

of Regents

in

Louisiana.
The planning

process continued

through 1995 with monthly meetings of the

Hospitality

^^3J^^

A

MEMBER

NATIONAL

ACADEMY

PROGRAM OF THE
ACAOIMV FOUNDATION

OF

TRAVEL

&

TOURISM

COURSE SEQUENCES
SEQUENCE OPTION I
Two- Year

Program

NINTH GRADE
(['RE-ACADEMY

-

Three- Year

Program

NINTH GRADE

OPTIONAL)

(PRE-ACADEMY

Preparedness Skills (Infusion Lessons [or
English/ Guidance/Career Awareness

Courses)

TENTH GRADE
Recruitment, Application

SEQUENCE OPTION II

-

OPTIONAL)

Recruitment. Application

and

Selection of

Students/Preparedness
Skills Infiision Lessons

TENTH GRADE
and

Selection of

Students

(ACADEMY)

Fall Semester

Strategies for Success
Keyboardingl

Spring Semester:

Computer

literacy

English for Travel fir Tourism

ELEVENTH GRADE

ELEVENTH GRADE

(ACADEMY)

Fall Semester

Fall Semester
Introduction to Travel & Tourism
Writihg/Research for Travel & Tourism
(English for

Tourism!

Spring Semester
Geography for Travel fir Tourism
Art of Communication (English for Tourism)

Introduction to Travel fir Tourism
Writing/Research for Travel fir Tourism
(English for Tourism I

Spring Semester

Geography for Travel St Tourism
Art of Communication (English for Tourism)
Systems Applications

Systems Applications

SUMMER INTERNSHIP
TWELFTH GRADE
Fall Semester
Travel\& Tourism II
Collegiate or External Experience
(Marketing)

Spring

TWELFTH GRADE
Fall Semester
Travel & Tourism U
Collegiate or External Experience
(Marketing)

Spring Semester

Semester

Destination

SUMMER INTERNSHIP

Destination

Geography

Economics for Travel fir Tourism

GRADUATION
Certificate of Tourism Studies

Geography

Economics for Travel fir Tourism

GRADUATION
Certificate of Tourism Studies
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Forum

and

quarterly meetings

of the

opening

development
To

courses offered

July 22nd,

on

Woldenberg Park

contribution

sponsored

1995. The

in New Orleans

proclaimed

to the

July 22

as

This

spent

Langkopp

of the

of our plan

January

1997. The Foundation

sponsors,

May 1996,

Delgado,

-

and

and

I

was

the

major obstacle

looking to

a worthwhile

would

begin in Fall 1996. In

"Hospitality

City

and

event was

Representatives

of

be funded

when

invest the

was

by the

prepare

July 1996, I was

for the

that

to be

bringing us

needed

to be

Initiative.

hospitality

Association, I

approval was granted

invited to

This

seemed

Alex

Patout, the

proceeds of the

education project.

owner

New

After meetng

invited to be the Executive
which would

be launched in

Wine & Food Festival

including a donation for the first year from the

was

-

hospitality workers at

networking

Greater New Orleans Education Foundation

of the

at

in planning

Hotel-Motel

Director

In

organized

Mississippi. The Mayor

finally solved in April 1996,

Orleans Wine & Food Festival in

corporate

of the

funding for a full-time person to head this

personnel problem was

Bill

hosted 4,000

affair

the banks

Patout 's Louisiana Restaurant,

of Alex

function was

help us develop the Hospitality Education Initiative,

to the goal of implementation

overcome was

with

on

a major

booming hospitality and tourism industry in the city

that had been

years

for the

and attended special professional

by the Audobon Zoo, Gray Line and the Flamingo Casino.

The two

preparation

Hospitality Workers Days and thanked everyone for thier

these companies had committed to

closer

in

by the National Academy Foundation in New York.

dissemination process,

the

Day"

Council

Hospitality Advisory Council

two Academies. The teachers were
selected,

continue

Workers

of the

launching of the

the

Hotel-Motel Association.

Associate Degree

the Master Syllabi for the

offered and accepted

and other

program

program which would

position of Department

Education 26

Hospitality
Head

of the new program.

In summary,
public and private

have been

we

was

time to

successful

sectors, gaining their

direction. The

strategic

Now it

approval of the

hospitality education path,

and

in

implement

and expand

the initiative..

identifying the players from the hospitality

support and

buy-in for

Associate Degree

systemic

change,

would give

the

creating

step in the

program was a major

the formation of the GNOHEF

and

private sector

the official mechanism to implement their objectives.

The involvement

of the public school system

hospitality education initiative.
selected

begin

high

schools will ensure

a career

The
will aid

in the

them in their

opportunity to

workforce needs

implement

agreement to

that our local

students are exposed

search

for the

the

they need,

to

and

local

enhance

the

to the

year

School-to- Work

overall

that

a system

2000

and

initiatives,

initiative. We

fits in with the larger picture,

and give

varied career opportunites available

now will ensure

through the

skilled workforce

is in

place

to

skills

necessary to

the

stduent an

to them. The

address

the

strategic

hospitality

beyond.

However, in order to fully implement this initiative, it is
State

Hospitality Academies in

hospitality industry employers to provide paid student internships

experience

formed

also a major component of this

hospitality industry.

commitment of

alliances

Their

is

and

still

necessary to

examine

the

funding sources available for programs

will also need

and what steps need

to

discover how

our

hospitality initiative

to be taken to play our

part.

Hospitality Education 27
Chapter Four

Implementation
The first step in implementation
the

involvment

related

to our

development

the State

of

of Louisiana

local initative. Our

arm of the

Chamber

Hospitality Education

of the

School-to- Work

in the

research

Initiative

initiative,

indicated that Metrovision, the

of Commerce, was

the major

player in

was

and

to

to

examine

see

how it

economic

the regional

School-to-Work Partnership.
The State

been

was

divided into

selected to represent

nine regional partnerships

New Orleans

and

in State Workforce Development funds to
system to prepare our population

It

was apparent

in view

of the

to

us

we were

Buckley
Motel

-

was

General Manager

Assocation-

corporate sponsors would

planning process,

Many local
had funds

initiative

and

to

be

and

was worthwhile.

of the

would receive

in the

$23

million

next millenium.

Hilton

-

Hospitality Education

Greater New Orleans

agreed

to be

Vice President, Bill

Diana Clark

asked

provide

in their

workforce needs

finalized. Alex Patout

-

President, Paul

Langkopp

Executive Director.

to join the Foundation board to

funding for specific projects

corporations such as

available

Metrovision had

the largest employer in New Orleans.

of the

Secretary,

It

and

bring about change in the educational

for industry's

In November 1996, the formation

Foundation (GNOHEF)

region.

4),

hospitality industry would play a major part in this program,

that the

fact that

the River

(Fiigure

corporate

It

was agreed

assist

in the first

in the

that ten

strategic

year.

Coca-Cola, Pizza Hut, McDonalds,
budget for

of the Hotel-

and

educational projects, and

Miller Beer

felt that

our

Hospitality Education

Table 4

Contacts for Partnerships:
Note. This table

School-to-work

shows

the

Louisiana
Govemers Council

Red River- Walter Lee

structure of the

regional partnerships.

on

School

to

Work 1996

(318) 795-4226/4227
Northeast LA-Debrah Davis
(318) 283-3472

Central LA-Jan Haworth

(318) 448-1591

Louisiana School-to-Work
PARTNERSHIPS

1998

Imperial Calcasieu-Abi Porter
(318)437-6103
Cajun Heartland-Debbie Burkhe
(318) 236-6890

Gateway-Linda Simmons

(504)

334-2267

Pinelands-Brenda Simon

(504) 732-6640
MetroVision-Carole Miller

(504) 527-6916
Bayou-Christina Rodrigue/
Luther Fletcher

(504) 857-3660

Source: Governor's Council

on School-lo-Work
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Hospitality Education
In

January 1997,

(GNOHEF) was

A

by the Board that the

strategic

plan,

Foundation

efficiently

Hospitality

consisted of a

four

was

to

the

Consortium

the

and

was agreed

financial

resources should

component of the regional

Partnership on an informal

The

Metrovision to be the

and

in

January 1 997,

Hospitality

School-to Work initiative. The Metrovision

part of the

Louisiana Workforce Development initiative

Hospitality Consortium

La. Workforce Development

1

GNOHEF

Metrovision

In

order

to begin the implementation process, it is necessary to

organizations

integrated

further,

and

be

basis to

illustrated below:

Figure 5

ten

hospitality education

School-to-Work initiative

a strategic alliance with

School-to-Work initiative is further

as

and

formulated. It

Board

as possible.

hospitality industry inclusion in the

Foundation formed

member executive

be the facilitator for

I had been working with the Metrovision Regional
ensure

Education Foundation

goals and objectives were

existing human, technological

and that that all

coordinated as

Greater New Orleans

officially launched. It

corporate sponsors.

initiative,

the

and

to

understand

interdependent.

how their mission,

examine

these

goals and objectives ?.re

Hospitality Education
The first step is to

initiative,

as

their

review

role

is

the Louisiana State

in the

vital

necessary to implement the

involvement in the

success of of the project.

goals and objectives of the

local

29

hospitality education

They will

provide

the

funding

and regional organizations.

Louisiana Workforce Development Commission
The Workforce Development Commission

Mike Foster in 1996 to

reform

the policy

was

on workforce

School-to Work initiative, Louisiana currently
worker

training programs in

funding.

coordinated, vary significantly in terms

put

of employers and job-seekers

the needs of their customers

under

training,

operates and

the

leadership

of Govemer

and

to

the lousiana

employees.

of quality, and

in their

expand

funds neary

dozen agencies, representing

about a

They employ several thousand state

the needs

formed

The

hundred

$400

million

in

programs are not well

in many

communities.

almost

one

cases, are not responsive to

Their

newest proposal seeks

first.

State Workforce Development Initiatives

Key

Their

six

primary

guidelines established

School-to-Work

goals are outlined as

by the

National

follows. These

Governers'

goals are modeled on

Association Strategies for

the

buiulding

partnerships.

1. Coordinate

and consolidate programs under a powerful

policy-making

workforce

commission.

2. Plan for the
3.

creation of a comprehensive

Develop an occupational
consumers,
trends

and

and

and adult education system.

training information system that

and policy makers

the

post-secondary

performance of

the ability to

make

training programs.

gives employers.

decisions based

on

labor

market

to

Hospitality Education
State Workforce Development Initiatives

Key
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(continued)

4) Expand School-to-Work opportunities by designing regional partnerships.
5) Take immediate
and meet

steps

to meet the challenges

employers'

needs

for trained

of

workers

training welfare recipients for work,

during the current economic

expansion.

6)

Create

a new worker

training fund for the training needs

of our

existing Louisiana

businesses.
Metrovision Regional
The
It

was

Partnership

cornerstone of the

formed in 1990

as

New Orleans

Regional partnership

School-to-Work
consortia

To build

,

and

under

funding,

initiative has been

State

guidelines.

has

spearheaded

and

Hospitality & Tourism.

a system

labor,

New Orleans Chamber

School- to- Work and the

Metrovision is the fiscal
the formation

of

of

development

agent

for

industry

Their

mission statement

is:

that creates and maintains collaborative relationships

government and

achievement, careers,

The

major

arm of the

in Financial Services, Law & Public Safety, Allied Health, Information

Technology,

education

state

hospitality education initiative is Metrovision

the Economic Development

Commerce. Since 1994, its
of the

area

and

community to better

prepare all youth

among

for high

business,

academic

life-long learning. (Senge 1995)

following Figures 6,

7

and

8

show

Metrovision's Vision

management structure, organizational charts, and

1997

and

first

year

goals and strategies.

goals,

Figure 6

d~i

i^n/-m

SCHOOIt-

REGIONAL PARTNERSHIP'S
and FIRST YEAR GOALS

""N

MetroVteion Regional

FIVE YEAR VISION

)

PARTNERSHIP

T0-WORK-'

*

Identification of Priorities
for Louisiana's PARTNERSHIPS Grant

School-to-Work Governance/Management Structure
Regional Staffing Needs
School Staffing Needs
Curriculum
All

Post-Secondary Linkages

students K-

12

t

Higher standards,

t

Applied

t

Integration

relevance to workplace

learning

curriculum

school to

post-secondary

of subjects

Articulation

Teachers internships

Expanded

of education

training

-

new

way

-

expand

Professional development expand
Curriculum review and enhancement
-

Mentor training for businesses
teachers

and enhanced

Student internships

school staff

Meister training for employees

College

agreements

Business Linkages

and employment

Training for principals and

Industry consortia expansion

of

Tax incentives

Business cross-training

Evaluation & Accountability
Performance based
State & federal mandates
needed

Marketing, Public Relations & Community Awareness
Intensive

community-wide

Why

|
Students

-

-

What is STW?

school need to change?

Buy-in

of major stakeholders

exposure

to career, academies, internships

Parents
Resources

Note. This figure

partnership

(e.g.,

university)

Professional Development

Team

education

community college, apprenticeships,

Flexible scheduling
Academies

I

pathway from high

Seamless

shows the

identification

of priorities

for the Metrovision

regional

or

Figure 7

School

s

TO-VVORK*
> coaawnr iwiinw um

MetroVision Regional
PARTNERSHIP

cuiuom to outm

SCHOOL-TO-WORK REGIONAL MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
Proposed Structure

Notg. This figure
partnership

shows

the

proposed regional management structure of the

Metrovision

Figure 8

Nj2&, This figure shows the

organizational chart for the Metrovision

partnership.

Hospitality Education

Metrovision Components
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School-to-Work Initiative

of the

1. Curriculum Redesign

2

.

Staff Developement (Internships }

3. Career Guidance
4.

Post-Secondary Linkages/ Articulation

5. Work-based

experiences

for Students

6. Governance

Metrovision
1

.

Have in

student

to

Primary Goals for the

School-to-Work Initiative

place rigorous and relevant curriculum

reach

his/her

career

goals, through

in target

schools

a plan of study

that

prepare

that identifies

every

options aftrer

High School.
2. Strengthen linkages between

and

development

3. Ensure that

student

of new

business,

education,

and

labor through

expansion of existing

industry consortia.

professional staff in

performance, sucessfully

targeted

schools

have

competences

pursue career golas and pursue

to

achieve

post-secondary

high

courses of

study.

4. Assemble

a management

initiative in the

team to

serve as

the

catalyst

for

building a School-to-Work

seven parish region.

5. Sustain

and encourage expansion of a seamless

school and

post-secondary institutions

transition for

students

between high

Hospitality Education

Greater New Orleans

Hospitality Education
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Foundation

As discussed previously in this chapter, the GNOHEF is to be the facilitator for the

Hospitality Education Initiative, in conjuncion with Metrovision and
Louisiana Workforce Development Commission's

state

in line

with

the

initiative.

Their Mission Statement is:
To

coordinate

industry,

and

available

to

Goals

1

and

.

the education

to increase

our

local

and

training of employees in the Hospitality and Tourism

awareness of and participation

in the

Hospitality career path

population.

Objectives

To

provide comprehensive

quality

education

for the

hospitality and tourism

industry in the Greater New Orleans area.
2.

To

enhance career

development

and upward

mobility for the existing

hospitality

workforce.

3.

To

produce well

trained and

hospitality industry hotels,
-

qualified personnel

for the

various components of the

attractions, riverboats, transportation,

and

touirism

professionals

4.

To

develop the skills of our local

community

as part of the

human

resource

development initiative.
5.

To

and

ensure a

continuing

Travel & Tourism

education path

Academy

for high

graduates.

school

graduates,

school-to-work

Hospitality
To fulfill the

6)

employment needs of the

Education 33

fastest-growing industry in Louisiana

by the year 2000
7)

To

8)

To increase

9)

To

provide

education

awareness of the career opportunities

It became

clear

Delgado

a

hospitality industry.

hsopitality industry.

strategies,

and

that this

and

University of New Orleans programs.

organizations

that the Louisiana workforce

Metrovision had integrated

alliance would prove most effective

and

interdependent

in the implementation

hospitality education initiative.

The

into

and

from examining these three

Development Commission, GNOHEF

of the

in the

in the

personnel.

develop and enhance industry and college relati9onships to ensure continuting

growth and expansion of the

goals and

for existing hospitality

maintain job creation and expansion

To

10)

continuing

next

1997

step

was

to

work plan.

align

This

the goals,

strategies and objectives of the

was achieved as

three

organizations

follows:

Workplan 1997
1

.

Relevant

curriculum

1'he two Hospitality, Travel & Tourism Academies
Schools had

adopted

the

curriculum

designed for 9th through 12th
Success'

places

the

heavy emphasis

student's career path

Travel & Tourism

weekly

grade.

in the

on

from the National
The first

the

semester course

industry. This

industry. It

Fortier

Academy

world of work, and

hospitality

aspects of the

at

was

and

West Jefferson High

Foundation

is

"Strategies for

the development

curriculum

decided to

which

support

of skills to aid

focuses

more on

the curriculum

the

by

industry guest speakers and summer college enrollment at Delgado Community

Hospitality Education
College

on

hotel

This

to their

prior

senior year.

This

operation,

Delgado includes

course at

also

airlines,

knowledge,

sections

conventions and meetings.

as well as gain college credit

school graduation.

plan

duplicates the

ensure maximum exposure

a paid summer

component of the

for

101

the student the opportunity to to expand

before high

vital

Hospitality

and restaurant management and

gives

include

The

34

by the National Academy Foundation to

suggestions made

to

all aspects of the

industry. The

curriculum

internship prior to entering twelth grade.

program,

as

the linkages

made with employers

This is

in the

a

is designed to
very important

industry would be

our workplan.

2. Business Linkages
Employers

and educators

development. The formation
the

play

a vital role

of the

"buy-in"

and commitment of

development

of their

future

which would

clearly

identify the

in the

success of this

hospitality career path

Hospitality Education Advisory Council has allowed

industry leaders to

workforce.

However,

see the

viability

we realized

of participating

that we

in the

needed a model

in this initiative, Through

employers'

found the National

essential

needed

The
1

.

Employers'

role

Leadership Council model, (

interaction between students, teachers

to be

Figure

and employers and

research we

9) illustrating the
the partnerships that

established.

employers

Employers

have three

major roles

to

play:

building a system.

2. Employers working

with students and teachers

3. Employers strengthening company

practice

After studying this model,

that it

we realized

would

be necessary to

develop a

Figure 9

The What, How, Where

and

Who

of

STW for Businesses

EMPLOYER PARTICIPATION MODEL

"Connecting Learning

and

Earning"

The NEW recognizes BellSouth, American Express, Alamo Rent-A-Car, Inc., Ceridian
Corporation, Eastman Kodak Company, Ford Motor Company, Peavey Electronics, and

Siemens Corporation for their leadership in creating the model and gratefully
acknowledges Jobs for the Future for their assistance in its development.

The National Employer

Note. This table

Leadership Council

shows the

interaction

and

Employer Participation Model

interdependence between employers,
earning.''

teachers

in

order

to build a system

National Employer

which connects

Leadership Council

1996

"learning and

students and

From the
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Hospitality Education
Business Mentor

relationship

program with our

to

and

students, teachers

the students "a

give

friend in the

interest in their professional development. A small
representatives

from business

inform participants
It
1997.

was

what

and education.

their

roles would

decided to launch this initiative

Meanwhile,

partners and ask

we would

them to

and employers

business"

who could

committee was

and

with a

disseminate the

how to be

Meet Your

plan

to

identify willing volunteers,

a personal

was

designed to

an effective mentor.

Mentor"

Workshop in Fall

Hospitality industry business

our

both

levels, to join the team. Their main function would be to

take

formed, consisting of

The Mentor Workbook

be,

to cement this

front-line

at management and

adopt a student

from

one of the

Hospitality Academies, meet with them on a monthly basis and help them to make career
Their function would

choices.

also

include providing

Academies, matching the topic to the
Team Leader

Academy

who would

class size will

requirement.

relationship,

be

course syllabus.

for the

responsible

be 25 students,

so

The Mentor Team Leader

which will

facilitate their

Each

per

Academy

for the

identify

employer would

recruitement of their

four teams

and

a schedule of guest speakers

team.. The

a

average

Academy will be the minimum

Directors

will

develop

an

ongoing

internship needs for the future.

students'

3. Professional Development
We

realized

students

in

internships

our

that

professional

initiative. The

Guide for

state grant

and job shadowing.

student minmum wage

Hospitality

for the

development

Employers

and

include both teachers,

through Metrovision

However, the

six-week

would

employers would

internship. It

this

provided

was

was produced

be

using

funds for teacher

required

decided to

counselors and

to pay the

develop

a model

an

Internship

from the Metrovision

Hospitality Education
Finance Consortium. The Guide

interchip,

during the

outlines employers and students responsibilities

and provides evaluation

forms for

supervisors on

36

internship completion.

4. Student Internships
In

May 1997,

summer

32

students

from two Hospitality, Travel Academies

internships in hotels, attractions,

in

paid

restaurants and transportation companies.

They attended Delgado Community College to take HOST
Hospitality) in the mornings,

participated

and paarticipated

101 (Introduction to

in their internships in the

afternoons and

weekends.

5. Teacher Internships
Forty-two Academy Directors,
Academies

and

two proposed

hospitality industry.

grant and

professional

and

seven

Hospitality

with

the

opportunites and skills

program was

funded

by the

necessary for

Academy"

a career

was

July 9- 13th,

development

1997

and all

Academy

and educational seminars

the Keynote Speaker

at an

.

Directors

and

teachers

attended

by Metrovsion

GNOHEF.

6. Management Team

1. The

9)

consists of :

Hospitality Advisory Council (governance),

the Consortium activities,

business,

education,

and share

which meets

information among the

government and

labor.

was

The National School-to-Work

Executive Leaders luncheon hosted

The Hospitality Education Initiative (Figure

in

Metroivision School-to-Work

facilitated by the GNOHEF. The National Academy Foundation Conference

held in New Orleans

Director

This

from

Culinary Academies attended a four day "Learning

in hotels to familiarize themselves
the

teachers

counselors and

quarterly to

oversee

forty representatives from

Hospitality Education
2.
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Hospitality Education Form (educational), which meets monthly to discuss curriculum,
Academies,

current and proposed

3. The Greater New Orleans
which meets

quarterly to

make

and student

interships.

Hospitality Education Foundation (GNOHEF) (facilitation).

policy

and strategic plans

for the implementation

of the

hospitality education initiative.

Figure 9
The

Hospitality Education Initiative

GNOHEF

Hosp Adv

Council

\.

As

can

be

seen

from the

powerful and effective

group to

The Executive Director

meetings and provide

and

teachers

initiative.

above

data,

chart, the synergy

represent

of the

the

Hospitality

GNOHEF

work plans and

between these three

represents

education

the

internships, following the State

initiative.

Consortium

budgeting information.

entities creates a

She

at all

Metrovision

also organize student

and national guidelines of the

School-to-Work

Hospitality Education
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7. Post-Secondary Linkages
The

Community College
the

was signed on

Hospitality Bachelors

program at

students

8.

between

articulation agreement

Degree

Delgado had 49

had

completed

University of New Orleans and Delgado

December 4, 1996,

which allows students to transfer to

program on completion of their

Hospitality majors in

Hospitality

101

Summer 1997,

as part of their summer

Associates Degree. The

and

the first

Academy

internship program.

Hospitality Academy development
The New Orleans

success of the

cooperation.

two

In

and

pilot

May 1997, it was decided that

from

schools

We invited the

experienced

new

At

in the

and

the

other

high

attend our

help and support,
also

and

to

introduced them to

had demonstrated to be

that planning

should

existing Home Economics labs

Academy concept,
Orleans

culture.

later in this

will

have the

Academy Dirctors
meetings

them

educate

prospective

on

the

business

an essential part of the success of the

begin for

Culinary

and equipment.

as restaurants and

We

schools should

monthly Forum

our subsequent meetings with parish school systems

proposed

industry participation and

Hospitality Academy program to begin in Fall

Directors to

We

very impressed with the

extent of

each parish were selected and their

Directors for

Hospitality industry.
which we

schools systems were

Hospitality Academies,

opportunity to participate

Three high

Jefferson Parish

food

This

was a

logical

outlets are such an

discuss the planning

and

within

partners and

mentors,

was also

high schools, using

progression

for the

part of the

New

Culinary Academies

case study.

In summary,

we

had

examined

the

initiative.

the

of the

with

various aspects of the

important

development

chosen.

to interact

administrators, it

Academies

1997.

the State and local School-to-Work initiaitves and

Hospitality Ed
formed

strategic alliances with

education path and

filled them

them. We

with

concurrent college enrollment and

the

had identified the

inclusion

of the

join. It

was now

companies and

time to begin to

in the

school

hospitality

Hospitality Academies,

the Associate Degree in Hospitality. Relationships

hospitality industry employers had been cemented,

By March 1998, forty-two

high

gaps

39

examine

and

their teams

the future

their business

were

of this

involved,

mentor roles

with

defined.

with others eager

initative though the

year

to

2000.
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Chapter five

The Future
In this chapter,

we will examine

Education initiative. We

plan strategies

The

for implementation

initiative

are sometimes

a merger

expanded

difficult to

an

and

over

evolutionary

predict.

the last five

process and

For example,

between Louisiana Technical College

Hospitality, Travel
the

that have been formed

the capability of our

Hospitality
and

during the next three years.

However, this is

to expand.

continue

of the components of the

identify what projects still need to be accomplished,

will also

strategic alliances

the future

recent

Delgado

and

years are

strong,

the dynamics

and

of this

State legislation has

caused

Community College, that has

Hospitality training to include non-credit courses in

Tourism

under

the Delgado

system.

This is

a positive

direction for

career path.

Conversely, the future
may be in doubt

after

the

of Delgado

year

2000,

Commission

wishes

of Associate

degrees. The future

because

of the new

grade students.

school),

to

This

as

of the

state

a

degree-granting institution

the Governer's Workforce Development

industry-driven job

emphasize

Lousiana

Community College as

skills

training rather than the granting

Hospitality education processes looks brighter,

legislation

which mandates career paths

will mean an expansion of the

and more general emphasis on skill-based

for 7th

Academy concept (school

and

8th

within a

training.

Metrovision
The Metrovision Regional

the

year

Partnership will be funded by the

2001, by which time it is hoped that the

system will

be

State Grant

until

fully in place to continue the

Hospitality Education
changes on a

include

approached

and

self-sustaining basis. Other Metrovosion initiatives that

Principal

at

Risk

seminars and

and

Out

buy-in.

of School

still need

41

to be

Youth, Public Awareness, Parents

.Metrovision

to play

will continue

hospitality education initiative after 2001, however,

its

role

is

not

Forums

a major role

clearly defined

in the

at

this

time.

Welfare-to-Work
It is

1998
is

expected

will

be the

considered,to

80,000

people

to

the

enter

that the implemention

next major challenge

be the

workforce

major employer

increasing need

in the

next

industry is

for personnel

has been designated

for

the

three

entry-level

area will

now and

Other

also

in the

Department from 8am. to 2
the full impact

At this time,

of the new

other

evening classes,

lab

pm. as

These

are

entry-level

eight-week

courses will

will not

be

which

be

this program

legislation

to be

that

prepared

skills-based

and

takes

available

expands.

community centers,

of the

Community College

hospitality employees, with
training

Housekeeping. General

nine months

to

in the Delgado

This is

a

experienced until

training facilities may need to be developed,

outreach

industry

anticipated

and will need

Delgado

next millenium.

included in the program,

self-paced computer

It is

opportunities.

in this program, because

in Food & Beverage Service, Front Desk Agent,

Education study is

July

years.

training facility for

campus.

job

be affected,

an obvious participant

as a major

programs available on

Welfare-toWork legislation in

for the Hospitality Education Initiative. Our

in the Greater New Orleans

The Hospitality

modules

of the new

complete.

Hospitality

developing programs,
July

e.g.

1998

high

and

beyond.

school sites

and neighborhood networks under

as

the

for

Hospitality Education
direction

of Delgado educators.

Special pre-training

course

may be developed to

tire special needs of a population who have never
worked, and are unfamiliar
process of obtaining and

Culinary

address

with

the

employment and career advancement.

Acadmies

An important

and

maintaining

42

outstanding

component of the

restaurants.

It is

a

New Orleans

culture and

logical step to include

economy is its

Culinary Academies in the

Hospitality School-to-Work initiative. Three high schools were
curriculum

is based

Association

(NRA)

called

"Pro Start". The NRA program

Management"

curriculum used

selected

from the Education Foundation

on materials

in the

Culinary Arts

unique cuisine

of the

(Figure ID). The

National Restaurant

articulates with

Associate Degree

at

the "Pro

Delgado

Community College.
The local Chefs Association
the

same system as

the

will adopt

Hospitality program.

these

Academies,

These

programs will commence

Louisiana

Culinary Classic was held on November 17,1997,

event as a

fundraiser to

support

the

and mentor students

in 1998. The

become

and will

following

an annual

Culinary Academies.

Networking
To

maintain and achieve an

to occur between

business,

employers and educators.

interactive approach, it is

education,

This is

government and

achieved

Hospitality Education Forum allow parish
Directors to discuss

student

enrollment and other

in

essental

labor,

several ways.

and

for

new

The monthly

School-to Work Directors

Academy

networking

between students,

internships, business partner mentoring,

issues. The

regular

and

meetings of the

Academay

concurrent college

Directors joining the

program

have

Figure 11
This

Hospitality, Tour and Travel Academies in New Orleans for

shows the

school

1997-1998

SCHOOL

ABRAMSON SENIOR HIGH
ABRAMSON-

Diane

1997-1998

including the schools selected for Culinary Academies.

year,

CULINARY

SCHOOL YEAR

SOPH.

JNRS.

7

24

SNRS.

*

Fleming

ALCEE FORTIER HIGH
Cecille Mitchell
EAST JEFFERSON HIGH
Arnita Simmons
GRACE KING HIGH

13

20

20

7

9

2

-

_

9

-

Neva Jones

DOUGLASS HIGH

-

CULINARY

*

6

21

1

8

9

N/A
ANDREW JACKSON HIGH
Pam Heaton
LB LANDRY HIGH
Dolores Collins
-

26

WEST JEFFERSON HIGH
Josline Frank
JOHN EHRET HIGH
Karen

7

6

21

19

5

25-

Murray

JOHN EHRET HIGH
Pam Palazzo

-

CULINARY

*

TOTALS:

TOUR & TRAVEL INTERNSHIPS 73

CULINARY INTERNSHIPS

Orleans

parish

Jefferson

-

Parish-

72 internships
64 internships

St. Bernard Parish

-

8 internships

71

20

59
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Hospitality Education
a support

group,

Additionally
quarterly

and

important to
business
The

and a model

,the

to follow for the

meetings of the

focus mainly

on

development

the sharing

of information and updates on

community with

a

Catering Executives,

Meetings Planners

continue

their

meetings.

This is

regular

monthly

business mentors,

and

to

are

held

the initiative. It is

leaders

of the

heavy meeting schedule.

industry associations such as Human Resource Directors,

The

Council

keep these lines of communication open without burdening

and education

more

Academy.

Advisory'

Hospitality Consortium

National

build

of their

43

We

and

Executive Housekeepers

Hospitality Sales

will continue

to

attend

&

Marketing

these

meetings

to

keep them informed of the progress of the initiative.

Hospitality Academy Directors are becoming more active in the networking process.

a new role

for many

of them,

but through their interaction

with

the

hospitality

industry executives, they gain valuable practical insight into the day- to- day workings
industry.
for their

They are

also

building the relationships they need to provide career opportunites

students now and

in the future.

Educators from Delgado Community College hold

from

other educational

institutions in the New Orleans

post-secondary linkage initiative. However,
needs

to be

accomplished.

Dillard, Xavier and
the

near

future.

of the

we

The predominanty

Southern

are not

playing

have

area

though the Metrovision

observed

African-

a major

regular meetings with representatives

that there is

American

role,

and

still more

that

universities such as

this

needs

to be

addressed

in

Hospitality Education

Future
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Hospitality Workforce Development projects

Ritz Carlton Hotel
A partnership

will

be formed between Delgado

Community College Hospitlity

department, Orleans Private Industry Council, Whitehouse
organization.

This partnership

will

for the

These

be the Le Triomphe Hotel,

employees and

construction and management of two new

affected

will address

on

the

curiculum

existing

May

1999

scheduled

and

employees.

of local

be

will

have

never worked.

life

skills

will require special additions

training. Level 2 will

address

those presently

Hospitality skills training to equip them for an entry level

the larger hotel

of this

These training programs

who are

that three levels of training

will

be based

on

the

Hospitality Asssociate

training for middle

by October

initiative

will continue

expected

This training

to be

complete

by

1999.

will set

to

Degree

and upper management.

to begin in October 1998. The first hotel is

The development

inhabitants

to

in the hotels. Level 3

is

anticipated

hundred

This

curriuclum and will offer career

program

It is

one

Level 1

areas of basic

unemployed who can gain

position

approximately

area.

Hospitality curriculum at Delgado Community College.

population who

in the

the Ritz Carlton

hotels in the downtown

initiative is to include the training

of this

by the new Welfare Reform Act.

offered, based

the

which will need

the Ritz Carlton New Orleans four hundred

The primary focus

and

develop a program to provide six hundred trained

employees

will

Hotels

up

a system which will continue after

provide a skilled workforce

industry, and will be an important part of the solution to the local

for the

1999.

hospitality

unemployment problem

.

Hospitality Education
Other

2,000

provide

have taken

expected

include the Jazzland Theme Park in New Orleans East,

projects

new jobs

place with

in

their coordinator

during 1998,

Holiday Inn Crowne
New Orleans

opportunites

It

economically disadvantaged

that Delgado will again play

process will continue

area of

an

be

can

in 1999
seen

and

Jazzland's

Plaza Airport,

and

in the planning

and

2000.

five

trained

work-ready

challenge will

Preliminary discussions

stage.

be to

in the training initiative. The planning
projected

other

This

that the future looks rosy in the

However, the

which will

Human Resource Director. It is

a major role

are

expansion.

and

and

area.
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200

opening is

room

January 2000.

hotels in the downtown

will create another seven

area of continued

keep pace

with

hundred job

hospitality industry

the ever-increasing

demand for

employees.

Job Placement.
This is

challenge

our

local

a

very important

is to

connect

component of the

those seeking

Hospitality Education Initiative.

employment with

government agencies are unaware of the

those offering

many job

The

employment.

opportunites

in the

Many of

hospitality

industry apart from housekeeping. They do not encourage their applicants to pursue this
and

option,
to these

It is

it

will

agencies

be necessary for the

in the

anticipated

near

that there will be ninety

Delgado

an awareness campaign

future.

Tourism Academies in Summer 1998,
program at

hospitality industry to address

and

Community College.

graduates

from the Hospitality, Travel &

forty graduates from the
These

graduates will

be

Associate Degree

placed

in the

industry,

Hospitality Education
from internships

some

mentor

teams

at

completed

their Academy. The

mentor program will assist

The

various

while others will

contacts established

greatly in placing these

interview through the

through the internships

in the

students

restaurants and

Academy students.
Association

The

meetings

monthly to

for the students, both

as

in job

have the opportunity to
the

for the

placement

select

world of work

mentor-mentee

relationships

interns

and

formed

This networking is

will continue

future full-time

a win-win stiuation

connection with

relationship builds

to

an

provide work

employees.

employer and mentor

student.

for

their

The

all concerned.

future full-time employees, the

in

Hospitality

and

the Human Resource Directors

illustrates the interaction between internships,

This interaction is proving to be

experience

the

as

which often results

attend

information from

them to Delgado

keep abreast ofjob opportunities.

system,

whole project

and circulates

Directors

Academy

essential component of the

opportunities

attractions,

and

hospitalty industry.

Hospitality Education Foundation also receives job vacancy

hotels,

The

in the summer,
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students

classsroom

have

an

employers

opportunity to

instruction. The

communication and commitment

to the

whole

initiative.

Middle Schools
In 1998, there

in the
five
the

will

be

a major

initiative through Metrocvision to involve
In June 1998, seventy

hospitality education program.

parishes will complete a

daily workings

standards

integrate

of the

4

Academy"

day "Learning

Hospitality

industry.

necessary for their students,

with

their lesson

plans..

and

They will

bring

to

middle school

gain an

learn the

middle schools

teachers from

insight into

skills and

industry

that knowlege back to their classroom to
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The

eleven

high schools

who

have

Hospitality and/or Culinary Academies are

identifying their main feeder middle schools,
Jefferson High School have
prepare

on

their

class at

as

grade.

they wiill
It will be

schools

be

an

provide

vital

to ensure

at

Gretna Middle School in

West

to

order

They will visit the school once a month,
and

disseminate

career

internship experience.

middle schools will

initiative,

Middle

Hospitality Academy students

Hospitality industry guest speakers, plan joint field trips,

information based

10th

the

the 8th grade

them for entry into their Academy.

organize

The

adopted

and

important

the

that the

a smooth

student

component of the

intake for the

Academy

Hospitality Academies

Directors form

transition into the

Hospitality education

relationships with

at

9th

or

their feeder

Hosptiality career path.

Hospitality/Culinary Academies
In Fall

1998,

total to eleven schools

Forum

will continue

and

to

information,

field trips
It is

thirteen Academies in three

meet

in 1993. The Forum will
of

Academies

Hospitality and two Culinary

one

monthly,

now serve as

best practices,

of the

will

five

be added,

parishes.

bringing the

The

Hospitality

however, its function has evolved since its inception
the

internship

Academy

Directors'

opportunities,

focus group for the sharing

fund-raising programs for student

and mentor activities.

anticipated

that four

2000, bringing the total
optimum number

more schools will add

to fifteen. At this point, it

for the

Hospitality Academies during

will

be necessary to

assess

1999

and

if this is the

hospitality inudstry's needs.

The Greater New Orleans Hospitality Education Foundation
The Greater New Orleans

Hospitality

Foundation

(GNOHEF)

will expand

its

corporate

Hospitality Education
sponsor

base in 1998/9

and

focus

through the Chefs Association

Coca Cola

and

outreach and

and major

Miller Beer. These

play

a role

to facilitate

continue

on corporate adoption of the new

in the

local

Hospitality Education Initiative.

to cover textbook and

ensure

expected

that the

Pizza Hut, McDonalds,

The Foundation

Scholarships

other expenses.

by

that the Foundation

It is

are planned

anticipated

for the

guest

Academy

that the criteria will be

April 1998.

will receive permanent

funding after

hospitality education initiative continues to expand,

and needs of the

will

internships, mentor matching, teacher and parent involvement,

established and applications sent out

It is

Academies

Culinary

looking to expand their corporate

companies are

speakers and public awareness campaigns.

students

companies such as
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1999. This

and meet

the

will

challenges

Hospitality industry in the next millenium.

Student Internships
In June 1998, there
program at

financial

Delgado

will

commitment

from the

with

with

found that local

program.

The

for the "Summer

internships. This

Connections"

will necessitate a

local

large

hospitality industry employers during low season in the New

Many employers find it necessary to cut back their

employers,

After discussion

was

and paid

during June, July and August for this reason.

in discussion

it

students eligible

Community College

Orleans tourism industry.

hours

be 144

and a solution

government

funding might

be

has

was

identified

as a major challenge

hopefully been found.

agency

available

Hospitality Consortium through

This

employees'

representatives

in December 1997,

from the Summer Out-of -School Work

Delgado

Community College will

Request For Proposal in March 1998 to include New Orleans Parish

submit a

Academy students

Education 49

Hospitality
who

fit the eligibility

$1200

& Tourism

be

employment

available

Other
It

We

per student.

for 1998

This

criteria.

are assured

is

and

proposal

is for

by the Orleans

part of their

initiative,

fifity students and a six week stipend of
Private

Industry Council that Hospitality

and we are

hopeful that this

funding will

beyond.

funding sources
will

be

essential

to explore

public sector organizations

in

other sources of available

order

to

enhance and expand

Initiative. Work has already begun in this area, in the form
Workforce Development

funding in both private and
Hospitality Education

the

of discussions with

Commission, Orleans Private Industry Council,

Training Partnership (JTPA) funds.

Representatives from these

and

the Louisiana

the Job

agencies sit on our

Hospitality Advisory Council. They are familiar with the work that has been accomplished
and

the

goals and objectives

Most

a

major

hotel

yearly budget for

private

chains

for the future.

( Hilton, Marriot, Sheraton) have

employee education and

foundations in the New Orleans

educational

initiatives. These

are

/or community

area who are

just two

an

Education Foundation,

outreach.

There

willing to invest in

of the avenues which will

be

are

or

many

worthwhile

explored

during

1998/9.
Metrovision is convening
Catholic Charities, Job Corps,
consortium

This

for the

combined

a

group

local

of

Travellers'

distribution

Aid

of

non-profit organizations such as

and others

United Way,

to discuss the formation

funding for the

School-to

-Work

of a

initiative.

could provide a more effecive utilization of resources.

In summary, it

appears

that many of the

components

in the

Hospitality Education

Hospitality Education
Initiative

identified

are

in place,

some areas

and strategic

that

planning in

need extra attention.

recommendations and conclusions.

progress

The last

for the future. However,

chapter will examine a

50

we

group

have

of
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Chapter VI

Recommendations
On

New Orleans
to build

information

examination of the

Hospitality Education Initiative has

a collaborative

system,

technological and educational

The linkages between

It

has been

resources with

and students are

The academy concept

experience the world of

on-the-job

and

in this

case

achieved

effective

study, it

many

provides

in utilizing existing human,

little duplication

of effort.

both teachers

and students

and job

and

strong,

proving invaluable to the

hospitality through internships

that the

appears

of its goals and objectives

public and private sector organizations are

between employers, teachers
program.

contained

the

alliances

success of the

the opportunity to

shadowing

and combine

training with classroom instruction.

would appear

that the

continued success of this

specialized workforce.

building of business mentors

initiative,

as employers

In this scenario,

become

prove effective

in

a

key component in the

accustomed

"buy-in"

participation and

industry becomes the rule rather than the exception.
New Orleans may

is

The

model

other areas with similar

to

"growing their

from business

that has be

and

established

demographics

and

own"

in

neworking

organizations.

As

can

However,

be seen, there
we need

to

are

many

positive aspects of the

examine more

closely the

Hospitality Education

Initiative.

strengths and weaknesses of the whole

initiative, in order to identify gaps and make recommendations for future activity.
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Hospitality Education
Strengths

a)

Hospitality education career path
The

educational

The

University of New Orleans is now offering an MBA program with a

specializaton

institutions

continue

to

expand

their

in Hospitality. In Fall 1998, Delgado

offering hospitality

Community

with other

curriculum.

training institutions to

college

standardize

b)

be

is

also

forming

hospitality education career path now extends from tenth grade to

The

to the

will

Hospitality education

Masters Degree. In Fall 1998, the Middle School initiative
graders

College

training at all levels from soft-skills

education and

Welfare-to-Work training to Associate Degree. The
linkages

Hospitality programs.

will add eighth and ninth

program.

Business Mentors
The business

mentor commitment

is strong,

with each

Hospitality Academy

having built relationships with their business partners for their students.
c) Metrovision Regional

The

Partnership

strategic alliance of the

Regional partnership has

initiative. The tie-in

best practices

allowed

with

for

the State

a more

holistic

visibility to the

needs of the

Metrovision

approach

of Lousiana creates

established, such as the academy

also gives greater

d)

Hospitality Consortium with the

to the

whole

the opportunity to duplicate

concept and

hospitality

business

mentors.

industry.

Curriculum Design
The importance

of work-based

learning is now the primary focus of the

It
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Hospitality Education Initiative at all
to be rigorous

workforce

and relevant

levels. This

industry's needs, is

to

concept of curriculum,

a major

step in the

designed

overall

development plan.

Weaknesses
a)

Welfare-to-Work training
This is

a major challenge

for the

many community outreach
training.

organizatons are

However, further orgnaizations

established

b)

Hospitality Education initiative.

between

all parties

concerned,

providing

are yet

and

At present,

soft-skills and work-readiness

to be identified. There is

this

needs

to be

link

no

addresssed.

Post-secondary linkages
At this time, there is
universities,
offer a

the

such as

no

Xavier, Dillard

and

Southern. While these

Hospitality program, their business

hospitality industry.

but it

linkage between the predominantly African

appears

There

that there is little

are

many

graduates would

be

-American

universities

diverse

not

a welcome addition

management positions available

awareness of the

do

to

career opportunites

to

them,
that the

industry has to offer.
c)

Job

placement

There is

no central

numerous

job

openings

However, there is
seekers.

clearing house for job

placement.

in the industry, ranging from

a critical need

for

Newspaper advertising does

another avenue

There is

always

entry-level

to

for matching

top management.

employers and job

not provide enough qualified candidates.

Hospitality Education
d)

Evaluation
There is

and
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follow-up

no mechanism

to track the

Academies. It

will

full-time

experience,

work

be

to guide these young

essential

and

graduating seniors from the
adults

to evaluate the success

Hospitality

through their first

of the

Hospitality Academy

concept.

d) Funding sources
It is

unclear what

funding sources will be available for this initiative after the year

2000, particularly for the Metrovision regional
whether

the local

linkages,

once

parish school systems will maintain

funds

are no

longer

from this

available

It

partnership.

remains

to be

seen

their strong School-to-Work
source.

Recommendations
a) Welfare-to-Work
It is

essential

education,

a small

task force be

Industry Council,

the Human Resource

the non-profit

and

community

to

organizations

terms,

training

the commitment

the

In this case, the

training

in the

of the

decision

of eight would

organizations,and

be the loan

of

makers

be

able

link them to

to

idenify

Hospitality

hospitality industry executives

work-readiness skills

necessary to

be

Association

for

our

industry

In

hospitality executive four hours per week per hotel

expertise

in

relevant agencies would

Family Support, the Hotel-Motel

scenario would

of one

attraction would provide

of

consisting

Association. A team

outreach

An ideal

the

Office

Directors'

industry employers.
assist

formed,

industry and government agencies.

Orleans Private
and

that

overcome

many

practical

or

of the challenges.

Hospitality Education
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b) Post-secondary linkages
We

recommend

that

representatives

brought together to interact
Tourism Network

could

play

c) Job
It

,

with representatives

in partnership

a major role

from Xavier, Dillard

with

the

from the

and

Southern

universities

Hospitality industry.

be

The Black

University of New Orleans Downtown campus,

in this initiative.

placement

important that

would appear

established. This might

be

a central

Hospitality job placement center be

up through the Hotel-Motel Association,

set

or

Delgado

Community College.

d)

Evaluation
We

our

addition

follow-up

recommend

graduates

from

and

that the

beginning in

evaluation and

Summer 1998. This

order

to

could

include

two pilot Academies in Fortier High School

to the survey, it

will

recommend

maximize

that

and

be necessary to follow up

in their workplace to judge the
We

follow-up processes be established to track the

resources, it is

possible

survey to the

students

West Jefferson High School. In

with employers and

effectiveness of the overall

a project manager

a graduate

former

students

initiative.

be identified to facilitate this

that this function

could

In

process.

be incorporated

with

the Job Placement Center.

Conclusions
In retrospect,

and

looking at this work more holistically,

combination of groups responsible

for

it becomes

apparent

that the.

building the Hospitality Education Initiative have

Hospitality Education
approached their

throughout

task in

about vision

a piecemeal

about systems put

exercises,

individuals for hospitality careers,
that worked to

towards the

fashion. Numerous

and about

same

goals, there

seems

into

the variety

bring the project to completion.

examples

While

place

have been

to teach

and
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provided

train

of individuals and organizations

all groups appear

to be working

to be few common themes that drive everyone toward

building a producive and substantial workforce for the future.
In general,
themes is

what

a simple

but

effective

Specifically,
educates and

greater

vision and

capacity.

partners,

the

New Orleans

and achieve

example

a

below can

thinking system to

examine and

for the

consortium was

to build

While

significant

time

for the

was given

an

some

cannot serve

to

indication that the

unite

the

vision

constructed,

multiple players

important, however, have

capacity

the consortium to

those large

produce

holistic

improve the

infrastructure that

expansion of tourism

to

mechanisms

volumes

been put into

that

examining

to

expansion.

place

necessary ? The

demonstrated pictorially in Figure 12 that follows.

spent

while agreed

involved in the

in

building the consortium

to operationalizing that vision, too little time may have been

There is

more

help the variety of consortium

volume of employees needed

area.

these

to date.

original goal

trains the large

build

thinking process to help incite continuous

the necessity of building

significant work accomplished

the
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Equally important, this same limits scenario explained above demonstrates what could
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